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In recent papers (see [4, 5, 61) we were concerned with the question of when 
a p E MR(Zr), extended to a v E MR(L?‘a) where, in general, 9i C gS were 
lattices of subsets of an abstract set X, and MR(S) was the collection of all 
(totally finite) Z-regular finitely additive measures defined on a(Y), the algebra 
generated by 9. Analogous questions were raised and answered for o-smooth 
measures and numerous applications given to both the solution of topological 
and measure theoretic questions. A more recent generalization of these proce- 
dures, (see [23]), led to a very general measure extension procedure for arbitrary 
(not necessarily bounded) measures. 
In this paper we turn our attention to different categories of measure extension 
theorems not covered by the above procedures. In particular, we deal with 
algebras of unbounded functions, and use these to obtain a general measure 
extension theorem for Z-regular a-smooth measures which integrate all Y- 
continuous functions (see [4] f or relevant definitions and terminology). Dually, 
we are concerned with nonnegative linear functionals on the space of Y-con- 
tinuous functions and their representations as integrals. The conditions for 
extension (and/or representation) involve homeomorphisms between “general- 
ized realcompactifications” (see for example [3, 11,211); spaces of recent interest 
to mathematicians and spaces which have not been considered in discussions 
of this type. This in a sense gives new importance to these spaces. 
In the course of developing our preliminary- results, we generalize and extend 
results in [1 , 3, 7, 8, 13, 14, 181 and others, and use our results to characterize, 
in the case of replete spaces, the important enveloped linear functionals, studied 
in [4], as a dual space of the space of 9’-continuous functions with an appro- 
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priate topology. This leads to a new functional analytic characterization of 
Y-replete spaces leading essentially to a generalization of the well known 
Nachbin-Shirota theorem on bornological functional spaces. We then prove 
the main extension theorem, and in the final section, present another general 
extension theorem and apply this to many special cases. We obtain, in particular, 
new theorems on measurecompactness, an area of recent interest to topological 
measure theorists and studied in such papers as [6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14,16-18, 191 
and others. 
DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Most of our definitions will be consistent with those of [4] and we will assume 
that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology and notations of that paper. 
In particular, we let X be an arbitrary abstract set and we assume throughout 
that 4, X are elements of all lattices of subsets of X to be considered, except 
briefly in Section 4. We also assume, since this represents no loss of generality, 
that all measures are nonnegative. We will need only the following additional 
notations and definitions. 
5$ will represent the lattice of closed sets of ZR(g); 
?J“n, will represent the lattice of zero sets of continuous functions on ZR(L?). 
If TV E MR(a, Y), then by the support of p, denoted by S(p) we mean 
n(A E L? / p(A) = p(X)}. If TV E MZ?(LY), we say that p is T-smooth on Y if 
whenever L, J L where L, , L E 2, p(L) = inf p(LJ. We denote the collection 
of T-smooth measures on LY by &fR(~,s). If L? is a delta lattice, the following 
are equivalent: 
(I) MR(0, 2) = MzqT, 2). 
(2) Every nonzero p E MR(a, 29) has nonempty support. 
(3) For each x E S(p) and every nonzero p E MR(o, s), p(L)) > 0 
where L is any element of P’ such that x EL’. 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) is simple to prove, while the proof of the 
equivalence of (1) and (2) is virtually identical with the proof of Theorem 2.1 of 
[ 171 where sets in L? take the place of zero sets, and sets in 2’ (the complement- 
ary lattice) take the place of cozero sets. If any of the equivalent conditions (l)- 
(3) hold, we say that X is P-measure compact or A? is measure replete (See [6j). 
We remark that the question of when a space is z-measure compact is in general 
a very difficult one, and this question has been studied by many authors in 
many special cases (see e.g. [6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14-16, 19, 261). 
It is clear that if 2 is separating and disjunctive, then A? is replete if and only 
if every p E ZR(u, L?) has nonempty support, and this, in turn, is equivalent 
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under these conditions, to every p E IR(a, 9”) being concentrated at a single 
point. 
If 2 is a separating, disjunctive, and delta normal lattice of subsets of >Ti, we 
call 2 strongly delta normal. 
In this case every f~ C,(Y) extends uniquely to a continuous function 
(denoted throughout this paper by f *) on IR(B) (see [4, Lemma 5.41). This 
latter result has many interesting and important topological corollaries (set 
[22]). Again, Z?‘(Z) will represent the lattice of zero sets of functions in C(,!Y). 
If L E 2, we will use the following abbreviations throughout: W(L) = [p E 
IR(9) j p(L) = l}, W(a, L) = {p E IR(a, 2) / p(L) = I}, W-*(Z) = {W(L) / L E 
2: and %‘“*(a, 2) = {W(u, L) /L E P’}. ,YY*(Z) (?Y*(o, 2)) forms a base for 
the closed sets of IR(dip) (IR(u, 9)) an d moreover for L E 9, W(L) is the closure 
of L in IR(Y). If we are considering two lattices S1 and Sz , then for any L E Y1 
and MEW;, wl(a, L) = (CL E IR(a, gl) / p(L) = 1 j and W2(u, M) = [p E 
IR(u, =%) I p(M) = 11. 
W$(c!Zl) = (lV2(u, L) 1 L E Z1}. MRI(u, 9) will denote the collection of 
p E MR(u, 2) such that s j f I dp < 00 for allfe C(Z). 
If Z1 C & we say that PZ coallocates Z1 if whenever ,d C B’ u C’ where 
A~~~,B,C~~~,thereexistB,,C,~~~suchthatiI=B,~C,,B,CB’, 
C, C C’. We note that if 9 is normal, then 2 coallocates itself. More generally 
if Z1 coseparates Zt, then SS coallocates Z1 . We say g1 is _Epz countably compact 
if whenever =1 E Z1 is covered by a countable family of complements of elements 
of Zz , finite subcover exists. If A E 2x, then A n gz := (-4 n L /L E ZJ. 
Finally because of different terminology and for ease of reading we draw 
together several results from [3, 4, 5, 21, 221: If 8: R u {&co> -t [- 1, I] is 
given by O(Y) = y/(1 + / Y I), 19(a) = 1, 8(-a) : - 1 then 0 is a homeomor- 
phism. Thus if 9 is strongly delta normal and if f E C(Z), 0 0 f E C,(Z) and thus 
(0 of) has a unique continuous extension (0 0 f)* to IR(Y), as was pointed out. 
If we 1et.f” -A 0-l g-8 (0 of)* thenJ* is a continuous extension off from {R(Y) 
to R u {&cc:. We define ~zX- (the generalized realcompactification of S) to be 
[p E IR(F) I ,f *(p) E R for all f~ C(U)). If . m addition to being strongly delta 
normal, 9 is countably paracompact, v,S is homeomorphic to ZR(u, 2’) and 
therefore if p E IR(2) - IR(u, Z’) there exists an f~ C(Y) such that f*(p) TV= 
SC. Furthermore IR(u, P’) is w*(u, 2) replete (by [3, Theorem 21 and the fact 
that the correspondence in [4, Theorem 4. l] sets up a homeomorphism between 
IR(u, 2) and the collection of Y-ultrafilters with the c.i.p. when both carry 
the Wallman topology.) 
I 
We develop in this section some preliminary results. Our results generalize, 
strengthen, and complement many useful theorems in [I, 2, 8, 13, 14, 161. 
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THEOREM 1.1. If 9 is strongly delta normal and t.~ E MR(9) then p induces 
on IR(9) a VE MR(a, 9$). If TV,, is the restriction of v to ~(2~) then ~L,,E MR(a, 
SW). If p is u-smooth and 2 CIR(9) - X where ZE 2TW, then p&Z) = 0. 
Conversely, if 2’ is countably paracompact and if t+,(Z) = 0 for all Z E SFW where 
Z C IR(9) - X and TV E MR(S), then TV E MR(o, 64); v and therefore pO, is 
completely determined by the values of p on 3. 
Proof. Form the linear functional @ on C,(9) where Q(f) = Jf dp. By 
Lemma 5.4 of [4], we may extend @ to a bounded linear functional @* on 
C,(9$), where @*(f*) = @5(f) for each f E C,(9). Since IR(8) is compact and 
T, it follows from Theorem 2.2 of [4] and the fact that .9$ is a compact lattice, 
that @*(f *) = sf * d v f or some unique v E MR(a, .9$) (= MR(T, 9&)). 
We note that p,, E MR(a, 3,) since, e.g., b, semiseparates 9$ . 
If Z E Tr+, where Z C IR(9) - X, there exist f z J xz (the characteristic 
function of Z) n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... Since p is u-smooth, @ is u-smooth, and thus 
p,,(Z) = s xz dpO = lim @*(f z) = lim @(f,J = 0. 
Conversely, if 9 is countably paracompact and p,,(Z) = 0 for every Z E zow 
where ZCIR(9) - X, then it will follow from Theorem 6.1 of [4] that p is 
u-smooth if we can show that @ is u-smooth. However this is easy for if E > 0 
is given and if fn JO, where 0 < fn < I, n = 1, 2,..., and where fn E C,(U), the 
sets Z, = {p E IR(9) / f z(p) > E}, are sets in 8, and Z = nZn is a zero set in 
9’w disjoint from X. Writing @(f,J (= @*(f z)) as an integral over Z, and 
IR(9) - Z, , we get that @( fn) < &Zn) + ep0(IR(9)) and since p,, is u-smooth 
it follows that @(f,J -+ 0. 
To see that v, and therefore p0 , is completely determined by TV on 9, we note 
that since w*(9) forms a base for the closed sets of IR(P’), any set K E $w 
can be written as K = nW(L,) where IV&) 1 K. Since v E MR(7, Fw), it 
follows that v(K) = inf v( IV&)) where W(L,) 1 K. But 
VP%)) = inf @*(f*>, f * 2 XW(L,) 
= inf @(f ), f>XL, 
= t&4* 
Thus v(K) = inf p(LJ where W(L,) 1 K. This in conjunction with the 9&- 
regularity of v completes the proof. 
As a simple application of the above theorem we have the following generaliza- 
tion of a theorem due to Hewitt (see [27, p. 1611). 
COROLLARY 1.2. If 9 is strongly delta normal and countably paracompact, 
then 9’ is countably compact if and only if whenever Z E 2TW where Z C IR(9) - X, 
p,,(Z) = 0, for any p E MR(9). 
Proof. It is known (see [4, Theorem 6.21) that 9 is countably compact is 
equivalent to MR(9) = MR(u, -Ep) (which in turn is equivalent to C(9) = 
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C,(Y)). Therefore if 9 is countably compact we have by Theorem I .I, 
p E MR(Y) implies TV E MR(o, P), and thus, ~“(2) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that when 2 E 5Yr,, and 2 CIR(Y) - S, p,,(Z) : 0. 
Then for any p E MR(Y), p,,(Z) = 0 and thus by the theorem p E AZR(o, Y’). 
Hence AfR(W) = MR(o, 9) and 9 is countably compact. 
iVote. Clearly, an equivalent characterization is, if Y is strongly delta normal 
and countably paracompact, then 9 is countably compact if and only if 
1$?(Y) -- A\7 does not contain any nonempty closed subsets of IR(.P) which are 
!Gg . 
In particular if X is a Tychonoff space we have, by taking 9 = Z and using 
the fact that 9’ is countably compact is equivalent to X being pseudocompact 
[26, p. 170. Theorem 161, Hewitt’s result that X is pseudocompact if and only if 
/3S - S does not contain any nonempty closed sets which are G, . (Here ,&S 
stands for the Stone--Tech compactification of X.) 
In view of Theorem I. 1 we have that if TV E MR(cr, Y), and 9 is strongly 
delta normal, that ,x7 is PO-thick in IR(6p) and thus the following definition 
makes sense. 
DEFINITION I .3. If p E MR(a, 9) where Y is strongly delta normal define 
A on ~(9~) n S = ~(3~ n X) as follows: h(A) = p&A*) for any A* E a(LFv~), 
where .3* n S = ,4 and A E ~(9~ n X). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If 9 is strongly delta normal and TV E MR(u, 9) then 
h E J!fR(o, zs!yY)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that {,f * i f~ C,(Y): = 
C(IR(9)) and the fact that Z(f*) n X = Z(f), where in general Z(g) := 
g -‘{O). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If 9 is strongly delta normal and countably paracompact, 
then X may be extended uniquely to a A- E MR(a, 9). A-(L) = inf A(Z), where 
Z 3 L and Z E T(Y). Furthermore A- = p on u(Y). 
Proof. Since A E MR(o, a(g)) and 9 is countably paracompact, it follows 
from the fact that F(9) separates Y and Theorem 3.2 of [4] that h extends 
uniquely to a A- as above where A- E MR(u, 9). To see that A- = p on u(P), 
it clearly suffices to show A- = TV on 9. Suppose then L E 9, and suppose 
Z E 5?(P) where Z 1 L. Choose a K,, E SW where K,, n X = Z. Then ,K,, 3 
W(L) and so &&) > @V(L)) = p(L). Thus h(Z) > p(L) and it follows that 
A-(L) > p(L) since 23 L was an arbitrary element of 9(P). It follows by 
Y-regularity of A+- and p that A-(L’) > p(L’) for any L E 3’. Since h*(X) = X(X) 
=: v(lR(Y)) = +4’(X)) = p(X) we have that A-(L) = p(L) for any L E Y. 
We have proved: 
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THEOREM 1.6. If 2’ is a strongly delta normal paving which is countably 
paracompact and if p E MR(a, 3), then p(L) = inf p,,(K,,) where K,, E 8, and 
K,, n X3L. 
LEMMA 1.7. If 9 is strongly delta normal then 9 C T(~E’(S)). 
Proof. Suppose x $ L. Then by disjunctiveness, there exists an ME 3’ 
such that d E M and M n L = D. By normality, a(P) separates d;p, and thus 
L = nZ, where Z, 3 L and Z, E 3“(z). 
THEOREM 1.8. If 64 is strongly delta normal and if p E MR(a, Y), then 
p E MR(T, 9) ;f and only if v(K) = 0 f or all K E S$ , where KC IR(2) - X. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows a proof analogous to the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. We need only replace Z by K, f z by a net f ,” J xK . Then 
v(K) < lim @*(f ,* ) = lim @(fa) = 0 (by [2, p. 596, Th. 41). 
The sufficiency is proved in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We 
show @ is T-smooth and then again invoke [2, Theorem 4, p. 5961. (Note: In [2] 
a T-smooth measure is called a real charge). 
The above theorem tells us that when Y is strongly delta normal and p E 
MR(T, L?), then X is v-thick in IR(S?) and this leads to the following theorem: 
(See also in this connection [25, p. 21ff.l) 
THEOREM 1.9. If p E MR(T, A?) where 2 is strongly delta normal, then TV can 
be extended uniquely to a p1 E MR(r, T(2)). The extension p1 is 23’ regular on 
(T(y))‘- 
Proof. Define for any A E fl(T(g)) or (T(s)), pr(A) = v(A*) where A* E 
~(9~) and A* n X = A. Then for any L E 2, pl(L) = V( W(L)) = p(L) and 
thus p1 extends p. T-smoothness is immediate. 
To see that pr is p-regular on (T(2)) we note that if B E (T(z))‘, B = G n X 
where G is open in IR(9). Since Y is F&regular there exists, for any given E > 0 
andFE3$,FCG,wherev(G-F)< F. Since “w*(U) forms a base for the 
closed sets of IR(3), F = nW(L,) w ere h W(L,) 3 F. By compactness of 
IR(S?), 0; W(L,j n G’ = a, and if L* = 0: W(L,I) and L = L* n X, then 
L C B and pl(B -L) < E. To show that the extension is unique, suppose t~s is 
another extension to MR(-r(Li?)). Th en f or any L2 e T(g) pl(&) = sup p&) = 
sup &Y) < ,+(Li) where L E 3’ and L CL; . Thus pl(Li) < p2(Li). It follows 
from the outer regularity of pi and pa that p1(L2) < p2(L2). Since pi(X) = pa(X) 
= p(X), we have that pr = ps on 7(s), hence on u(~(3’)). 
We note that the last part of the proof really proves the following result: 
If a p E MR(&) extends to a v E MR(6pz) where ~?i, 9s are lattices and where 
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SE 5&i C Za, then if v is si-regular on 2, there can only be one .&-regular 
extension o$ p. It also follows from the above theorem that Theorem 5.3 of 
[ 161 is true even without the assumption of metacompactness. 
II 
In this next section we present results on extending a p E lVJZU(a, -Y) to a 
1’ E MR(a, T(Y)). 
LEMMA 2.1. If dp is a delta lattice then any p E IR(a, 9) is in ;z(IRI(o, Y). 
Proof. Suppose f~ C(Y) and 2, == {X E -Y 1 ,.f(~)i % ~2;. Then 2, E Y(Y) 
and 2, T S. Since p EIR(u, S?), p(Z,) = 1 f or all n : : h’. Thus f is essentially IL 
bounded and J if i dp is finite. 
The following interesting lemma has many applications. 
LEMMA 2.2. If 9 is strongly delta normal and countab[v paracompact and zf 
p E LVRI(~, 9) then if KE FW where KCIR(9’) - IR(u, 9’) then v(K) = 0, 
where v is as in Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. Let Q(f) = sf dp for f E C(Y). Suppose p EIR(Y) -- IR(o, Y’). 
Then there exists an f E C(Y) such that f*(p) = m and where f I: 0. Let 
CN -= {x EIR(Y) 1 f*(x) > N] where N is some arbitrary positive integer. 
Then c,,, is open and p E LPN. Suppose f z = f * A n where ti =- 1, 2, 3 ,.... Then 
fz t f and by monotone convergence, l,fz dv t sf * dv where as usual v is the 
Bore1 measure on IR(9) associated with p. But sf t dv == j” (f A n)’ dv =p~ 
@(f A n). It follows that Jf * dv = lim @(f A n) = Q(f) =-= sf dp, and we 
therefore have as in the proofs of Theorem 3.1, and Corollaries I and 2 of [8], 
(replacing E by IR(9) and the word “continuous” bv P-continuous) that 
SC, ((f * -- n) ~0) dv = @*((f* - n) ~0) =: 0 for II .: 1V, and thus that 
v([‘,~) = 0. Since K is compact V(K) r- 0. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If 9 is strongtv delta normal and countably paraconzpact 
and if by E AZRI(u, -Ip), then zf 6p is replete, p E ~WR(T, 9). 
Proof. For any KC IR(lp) - IR(a, Y) = IR(Y) - S, where K E .FM. , 
v(K) == 0. The result now follows from 1.8. 
The above result gives a complete explanation to the following theorem which 
generalizes much of the work of [S]. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If 9 is strongly delta normal and countablv pamcompact, 
and if .Y is replete, any p E MRI(u, 9) extends to a p1 E MR(a, ~(5”)). (Zn fact 
p*1 E MR(T, T(Y)). 
Proof. We need only note that p E MR(T, P’) and then use Theorem I .9. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. If g1 is strongly delta normal and countably paracompact and 
if LZr is a delta lattice such that Z1 C -Ep2 C r(.&) then af 9s semiseparates ~(9~) 
or if ~(3~) C s(9J then any TV E MRI(o, T&1) can be extended to a p1 E MR(a, &) 
-Ep1 is replete. 
Proof. This follows from [5, Theorem 4.11. 
We will give later on conditions for the conclusion of Corollary 2.4 to hold 
without repleteness assumptions on 9. We first however present another 
useful corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If Y is strongly delta normal and countably paracompact and 
if p E MRI(u, T), then S(Y) C IR(o, 9). ( v is again the associated Bore1 measure 
in IR(.Y).) 
Proof. If p E S(v) and p E IR(3) - IR(o, 9) then, as in the proof of Lemma 
2.2, p would be contained in an open neighborhood of measure 0 contradicting 
one of the properties of support. 
The above corollary leads us to the following functional analytic characteriza- 
tion of Z-replete spaces, namely: 
THEOREM 2.1. If 9 is strongly delta normal and countably paracompact then 
9 is replete ;f and only if to every nonnegative linear functional Q, on C(Y) there 
corresponds a p E MRI(a, 9) where S(v) C X. (Again v is the associated Bore1 
measure in IR(T).) 
Proof. The existence of such a p follows from 14, Theorem 6.31 and the 
previous corollary if 9 ts replete. Conversely, if 9 is not replete, there exists a 
p EIR(u, 9) - X with S(p) = @. Form the functional Q(f) = J-f dp for 
f E C(9). We know S(v) # a. If S(v) C X then S(p) = S(V) n X = a, a 
contradiction. 
The above results can be used to characterize the dual space (C,(9)) of 
C(Y) with a compact open type topology, when JZ’ is replete and countably 
paracompact. More precisely, topologize C,(Z) having as a base for the open 
sets, sets of the form, V(K, c) = {f E C(Y) j pK(f) < E} where pK(f) = 
sup / .f(.~)l where x E K and where K is P’-compact. We have the following: 
THEOREM 2.8. If 3 is strongly delta normal, replete, and countably para- 
compact, then (C’,(Z))’ is isomorphic to the space of enveloped linear functionals. 
(A linear functional @ on C(Z) is called enveloped if it takes lattice bounded sets 
of functions in C(9) into bounded sets of real numbers.) 
Proof. Suppose @ continuous on C,(Z). Then given E > 0, there exists a 
6 > 0 and an P-compact set K such that whenever 1 f (x)1 < 6 for all x E K, 
1 @(f )I < E. If h, , h, E C(Z) and if h, < f < h, , then since h, and h, are 
bounded on K there is a positive number a such that 1 ah, j < 6 on K, i = 1,2. 
Therefore 1 af j < 6 on K and hence 1 @(f)l < ,/a. Thus @ is enveloped. 
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Conversely if Qi is enveloped, @ may be written as the difference of two non- 
negative linear functionals as the difference of two nonnegative linear functionals 
so that we may assume that Q, 3 0. By Theorem 6.3 of [4] we have Q(f) _ 
sf d,L where TV E MRl(a, 9’). S ince S(p) = S(V) n X = S(V) (by 2.7) and S(V) 
is ?V”*(Y’) compact, S(p) is 9 compact. Since @(f) =: s,f* dv by the proof of 
Lemma 2.2, we have that Q(f) = jKf * dv where K =- S(V). Thus @i(f) -.c. t
if PA(f) < t/v(K). Hence Q, E (C,(Z))‘. 
I,EMMA 2.9. If 60 is disjunctive and delta normal and K is an-y Y-compact 
set, then if K n L = cl , where L E 9, there exists an.f E C,(Y) such thatf (K) T= 0 
and f(L) 1. 
Proof. Since 9 is disjunctive, for each x E K there is an L, such that N E I,, 
and L,nL 2: 3. By normality there is an g, E Ch(Y) such that g,(L,) -- 0 
and g+(L) =: 1 where 0 <g, < 1. If %/, = [-Y j gs(y) < 3) E Y’, then 
K c u: Jad. and if g = gs, A .. A gzn , 
required function. 
then f =; ((2<g - 1) v 0) A I is the 
PROPOSITIOK 2.10. If 2 is strongly delta normal, and if 2 is not replete, there 
is a nonnegative linear functional which is not contitiuous on C,,(Y). 
Proof. Suppose p E IR(a, 9) - X where S(p) : LI and K C S is Y-com- 
pact. Since S(p) n K = c , for each x E K there is an L, G 9’ such that x EL: 
and p(Ls) = 1. By compactness KC u”,LL, and hence p*(K) 7 0 where /L* 
is the outer measure associated with p. Taking an L E 9 where p(L’) =x 0 and 
L’ 3 K, we can find an f E C,(Z) such that f(K) = 0 and f(L) = 1. Thus 
f E I’(K, 6) for all 6 > 0 but Q(f) = Jfdp = SL.f d/L = p(L) :: I < E if E c: 1. 
Thus @ $ (C&Y))‘. 
cOROLL.4RY 2.11. If 2?’ is strong&l delta normal and countably paracompact, 
then Y’ is replete {f and on& if (C,(U))’ 1s isomorphic to the collection of enveloped 
linear functionals. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.8 and the proposition. 
Remark 2.12. When X is a Tychonoff space and 9 == F the above theorem 
reduces essentially to the famous Nachbin-Shirota theorem concerning borno- 
logical functional spaces (see [20, 241). 
III 
In this section we prove the main extension theorem of this paper. More 
precisely, we concentrate on extending a p E MRI(a, 2J to a v E MR(a, S$) 
where Pi C -r;P, C ~(9~). We do not require any repleteness or separation between 
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the lattices involved. In contrast to Corollary 2.3 our measures need not be 
T-smooth. Thus the results generalize considerably those of the previous section. 
For this the spaces IR(a, Zi) and IR(a, LZa) are critical. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 9 is a strongly delta normal lattice, then 
(a) W(U, fly,!,,) = n; I%‘(,,&) where L,EdiP, i = 1,2, 3 ,.... 
(b) W*(u, 9) is a delta normal lattice. 
(c) W*(u, 9) is countably paracompact if 9 is countably paracompact. 
(d) If f E C(Z), W(u, Z(f)) = Z(f “) wbe f v is the unique continuozls 
extension off to IR(a, 9). 
(e) {f v If E C(p)> = C(w*(a, -W 
Proof. (a) and (b) are simple. (d) follows from [21, p. 297, Corollary 21. We 
prove (c) and (e). 
(c) Suppose W(a, L,) 1 0. Then by intersecting with X, we get L, 1 0 
and thus there exist ilZn EL?, n = 1,2, 3 ,... where L, C &‘i 1 0. Then 
W(a, M,J’ 1 ,B since every p E W(a, M,)’ is u-smooth. (Here IV(u, M,)’ = 
IR(u, 2) - Vu, n/l,)). 
(e) Suppose f E C(9). (fW)-l [a, m) = Z((f” - a) A 0) = ((f - a) A 
0)0)-l (0) = (g”)-’ (0) where g = ((f - a) A 0). Thus (f O)-l [a, co) = Z(g”) = 
W(U, Z(g)) E #‘-*(a, 2). In an analogous way it can be shown that 
(f *)-I (-co, a] E V*(u, 2) and this is clearly sufficient to show (f “)-l(C) E 
V*(u, 5?) for every closed set CC R (the real line). Thus {f * / f E C(9)} C 
cw”*(u, 2)). 
Conversely, if f c C(w*(a, 2)) then (f)-’ (C) ~%‘-*(a, 2) and tracing on 
X we have that (g)-l (C) E 2 where g = f Ix. Hence f = (g)“, and 
c(@--*(u, -q) c If” I f E C(S)>. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose p E MRI(u, 9’) h w ere 8 is strongly delta normal and 
countably paracompact. Then TV induces on IR(u, Z?), a v E MRI(u, W*(u, 9)). 
Furthermore X is v thick in IR(u, 9). 
Proof. Define, for each f E C(Z), D(f) = Jf dp. Then @ is u-smooth. 
Define @” on C(?Y*(u, 2)) by @“(f”) = D(f). Then @? is nonnegative and 
u-smooth and since YY*(u, 2) is countably paracompact and delta normal, it 
follows from [4, Theorem 6.31 that W(f “) = sf dv where v E MR(u, %‘-*(a, 9)). 
The thickness is easy to establish since W(u, L) is the closure of L in IR(u, 9). 
Remark. The above theorem allows one to set up a map T: MRl(u, 2’) --f 
MRI(u, ?V*(cr, 2)) when dp is strongly delta normal and countably paracom- 
pact. If we let these spaces carry the relative vague topologies, then T is a homeo- 
morphism and if we restrict T to IR(a, Z), th en T establishes a homeomorphism 
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between IR(a, 2’) and IR(cr, W*(o, 9)) with the Wallman topologies. In 
particular if we let 2 = the lattice of zero sets of a Tychonoff space -Ti; the 
latter statement simply says v(vX) = v(S). 
THEOREM 3.3. If Z1 C Zz C ~(9~) where & is a separating disjunctive delta 
lattice and Y; a strongly delta normal lattice which is countably paracompact; then 
ifIR(a, S1) is homeomorphic to IR(u, Sz) via a homeomorphism leaving Xpointwise 
fixed, every ,u E MRI(a, Z1) extends to a v E MR(o, 9’?). 
Proof. For ease of expression we will denote by 2: and 22 the respective 
lattices %‘*(a, Z’r), Yf*(u, 9s) and by L* and L** the sets Wi(u, L) and W,(U, L) 
respectively where L E .Pi . By the previous theorem I-L induces on IR(u, Y1) a 
pi E MRI(u, 9T). Since IR(u, Yr) is 9p1” replete, we have by Corollary 2.4 
and Lemma 3.1(b), (c), that pi extends to a p2 E MR(u, .(LPf)) = MR(o, 9’$) 
where ,FR is the lattice of closed sets of IR(u, 64). Furthermore, p2 is 9: 
regular on (~(9:))‘. Since IR(u, 9i) is homeomorphic to IR(u, gz) via a homeo- 
morphism T leaving Y pointwise$xed, pa induces on IR(u, Zz) a 1’s E AZIR(u, 
T(m)), where y2 is J?$-regular on (~(2’:))‘. Thus the restriction ~r of 
v2 to a(Z$) is .9$-regular and so is its unique extension to (~(9:) since ,Yt 
is a delta lattice. The projection v of or on 9 is the required extension since S is 
vi-thick in IR(u, Z2). To see that v is the required measure we note that if 
L E Z1 , v(L) = vl(L”*) =: v&L**) = v~(T(L*)) = &L*) = &L’) =-= /@). 
The above theorem is interesting for a variety of reasons. First of all there 
is no separation required between 2a and ~(9~) or SC; and Z2. Second and 
perhaps more important is if p E MRI(u, Zr), p need not be T-smooth in contrast 
to the case where -U; is replete as we see by Lemma 2.1. Finally, the above 
theorem brings into consideration the space IR(u, L&), a space which has up 
until now never entered discussions of such measure extension procedures. 
Thus to a large extent the above theorem allows one to answer questions about 
arbitrary measure extensions by answering questions about the space of two 
valued measures. For more in this connection see [4, 51. 
It is easy to see that if U is a Tychonoff space which is countably paracompact 
and normal and if 9r = 3 and Z2 = .P then IR(u, Zr) is homeomorphic to 
IR(u, Z2) via a homeomorphism leaving X pointwise fixed. hIore generally we 
have: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Jf every p E IR(u, Z1) can be extended to a v E IR(u, ZZA) 
where S1 C Yz are separating disjunctive lattices (e.g. if J$ semiseparates Z1 and 
Zz is S1 countably paracompact) and zf Y1 separates S1 , then IR(u, Y;) is homeo- 
morphic to IR(u, &) via a homeomorphism leaving AYpointwisejixed. 
Proof. Let T: IR(u, ,4cT,) - IR(u, Yr) be the restriction map. Then by 
hypothesis T maps onto IR(u, 9r) in a 1 -- 1 manner. (This is easy to see by 
separation and by the assumption that any p can be extended.) It is clear that T is 
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continuous. We need only show that T is closed. Clearly T(W2(a, L,)) C 
nW,(u,L,) where L, E Ys , L, E ,Epl and where L, 3 L, . Suppose now that 
p E nW,(u, L,) where L, 3 L, E 9a , and suppose T(v) = p but Y $ Wa(a, L,). 
Then v(L,) = 0. Hence there exists an M, E $ where v(MJ = 1 and 
M, n L, = O. Since P1 separates 9s) there exist L, , L, E 91 such that 
-&CL,, i&CL, and L, n L, = ia. Thus Y(LJ = 1 and therefore v(LJ = 
p(L3) = 0, a contradiction since L, 3 L, and L, E P1 . Thus v E Wz(u, L,) and we 
have that n Wl(a, L,) C T( Wz(a, L,)). It follows that T( Wz(u, L,)) = n W1(u, L,) 
where L, E g1 and L, 3 L, E 9s . That is, T is closed and hence T is a homeo- 
morphism leaving X pointwise fixed. 
If CL* is the outer measure induced by p and X = n&*-measurable sets / p E 
IR(a, Pi)] then one can prove the following proposition in a manner virtually 
identical to the proof of the previous proposition. (The only difference is we 
approximate v(L,) by the measure a set Mi E 9’; where Mz n L, = @ and then 
use semiseparation to assert T is closed. All of this is possible since v on X is 
PI%;,-regular. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If T1 C Sz where & is a separating disjunctive delta lattice 
and where g1 semiseparates .& , then ifY1 C #, the restriction map T: IR(a, YJ --f 
IR(u, gl) is a homeomorphism leaving S pointwise fixed. 
A natural question which arises is whether or not one needs any type of 
separation between 9i and 9s to insure that IR(u, sl) is homeomorphic to 
IR(a, Yi) via a homeomorphism leaving X pointwise fixed. The following shows 
that in some cases semiseparation is automatic. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose Z1 C Sz where Z1 is a normal, separating dis- 
junctive lattice which is closed under countable unions and intersections. sup- 
pose also that Wz(a, L,) is Lindelof for each L, E 9t (e.g. if gS is a I-lattice, or JZz 
is countably compact). Then if the restriction map T: IR(a, YJ -+ IR(u, &) is a 
homeomorphism leaving X pointwise fixed, it follows that 9x semiseparates ,Epz . 
(Note. If the restriction map T is a homeomorphism and if Y1 is separating 
disjunctive and normal, then the only homeomorphism S of IR(a, -Epz) and 
IR(u, Zr) leaving X pointwise fixed is the restriction map. This is easy to see 
since the restriction map agrees with S on the dense subspace of degenerate 
measures and IR(u, Z1) is T, .) 
Proof. Suppose L, n L, = o , where L, E g1 and L, E _Epz . Then Wz(u, L,) n 
Wg(u, L,) = B. It is easy using the normality of 9r to see that the lattice 
~P’;(u, ,Cq) is regular, so that for each v E Wz(u, L,), there is an L1” and an L,,, , 
both in Yr such that v E (Wz(u, LIU))’ and ( Wz(u, L1,“))’ r) Wz(a, L,), where 
( Wz(u, L1,“))’ n ( Wz(u, L,“))’ = 1;1. Thus Wz(a, L,) C U( Wz(u, L,“))’ and by the 
Lindelof property, W2(u, L,) C U,” ( WS(u, L,*))’ b A. If B = fly ( Wz(u, L,,i))’ 1 
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II’a(cr, L,), then by hypothesis A, B E (#‘-$(a, Zr))’ and tracing on S we get that 
,rP semiseparates 9z . 
IV 
In this section we prove another, different type of general measure extension 
theorem which eliminates normality assumptions completely on our lattices 
and which has numerous topological and measure theoretic applications. We 
obtain as corollaries many well known results and prove some new results on 
measure compactness. Again all measures are assumed nonnegative; however, in 
this section, we drop the assumption that X is a member of all lattices although 
we do require that ; be in all lattices under consideration. Again, all measures 
are defined on algebras and are finite. 
‘I’HF.ORI.X 4. I. Suppose p E MR(o, YI) and Z2 IS n delta lattice which coallo- 
cates 9, . Then if 
( “) .J n Y2 is 2’I-countably paracompact (in particular if 2.. is 2ZI countably 
paracompact) for every A E ZI , then p extends to a v E MR(u, Z$). v is ZI regular 
on 27;. .I similar result holds if (*) is replaced by any of the conditions: YI i.y 
is -?&couutab!~~ compact (in particular if .9X2 is countab[y compact 07 compact), OI 
A n 9”2 is compact for each -4 c Zl . 
Prooj1 Define for every L, E 9, , h,(Li) = sup p(LJ where L, E YI , L, C Li . 
h, is clearly monotone and h,. a) = 0. h, is finitely additive: For if -4, , B, E Z2 
and -Jr E Yi where -4, C Ai v Bi , then A, = B, u C, where B, C A6 , C, C BGi , 
B, , C’, E Y, . Thus ~(~4,) SC p(Br) -+ p(C,) < A,(Ai) -:. X,(Bi) and since ‘+I, 
was arbitrar\ 
&(A; u B;) < h&4;) I- X,(B;). (1) 
To prove the inequality the other way, suppose ,41 n Bi == cY and suppose 
-4, C .-I;, BI C Bi where 9, , BI E 9r . Then Jr n B, = c, and z4, u B, C 
24; u B; . Thus ~(4~) + p(B1) = ~(-4, u B,) < h,(& u Bi) and since A, 
and B, were arbitrary, &.(A;) + X,(B;) < X,(,4; u Bi). Combining this last 
inequality with (1) we get the desired result. 
X, is countably subadditive: Let A, C (Jy Ai,i where d,., E _Lp, , i = 1, 2, 3,.... 
Then fi; +.I,,, n -4, = ~7 and if A, n 5X2 is gl-countably paracompact, there 
exist --I1,2 E Y1 such that d,,, n -4, C il;,, 1 c . Thus -Y = u: Jr., and iI, =-- 
(JT -Jr,? n -4, , and it follows that ~(4~) < C ~(~4r,~ n A,). Since ,4;,, 3 XI,., n 
-4, we have that p(A1) < x h,(A4,i). S’ mce A, was arbitrary the above inequality 
becomes 
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thus h, is countably subadditive. (A similar and even simpler proof holds for 
the other parts.) 
Define now for any E E 2x, p*(E) = inf X.&l) where Li I) E and L, E Zz. 
Again p* is monotone and p*(a) = 0. We note that p*(Li) = h,(Li) for any 
L, E S1 . If Ei E 2x where i = 1,2,..., then using the relevant definitions and 
approximating p*(Ei) by &(A; J where A,,, E Za, we get that p* is countably 
subadditive. Thus p* is an outer measure (although not necessarily the one 
going with p). 
It is easy to see that if E E 2x, E is CL*-measurable if and only if for any 
A,E&, 
p*(A;)ap*(A;nE)+p*(A;nE'). (3) 
Indeed, assuming (3) holds, if D is any subset of X we have for any Ai 1 D where 
A,E=%, 
&(A;)= CL*(A;)> p*(A; n E)+ p*(A; n E')> p*(D n E) + p*(D n E') 
and since AL 3 D was arbitrary we get that 
p*(~)>p*(D n E)+p*(DnE'). 
Claim: Every Li where L, E 9a is p*-measurable. To see this, suppose 
B, E JZa is arbitrary. We will show (3) is true with E = Bi . 
Let DCAinB; and FCAknB, where D,FE&, and A,,B,E$P~. 
Clearly DnF= u and DUFCA;. Thus 
p*(A;) = h&4;) >, PL(D uF) = CL(D) + P(F). 
Taking the sup over D and F independently, we get that 
p*(A;)3 p*(A;n B,) -t p*(A;I n B;). 
Thus 9s is contained in the collection of p*-measurable sets, and therefore so is 
~(9~). If we let v = cc* restricted to u(dpz), then v is the required measure. To see 
that v extends p we note that clearly p(LJ < p*(L1) and the reverse inequality 
follows since p*(LJ = inf /\,(A;) < inf &(A;) = p(LJ, where A, runs over 
those sets in -E”i whose complements contain L, . Also v is 9r regular on Sa since 
v(L;) = p*(L;) = h*(L',) = sup &) = sup v(L,) 
where L, CL, . Therefore v is 6pz regular on 9; and thus Pz regular on GZ(9a) 
and therefore on u(S$) since Pa is a delta lattice. 
We now give some corollaries of these results. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. If X is a completely regular T, space then every TV E 
MR(a, ,X) extends to a v E MR(a, .%). 
Proqf. .F = Zz coallocates ~~ = X by [9, p. 2161, and clearly d n Sz is a 
compact lattice for every A E & . 
In a similar manner, it follows that 
COROLLARY 4.3. If p E MR(a, &‘J then p extends to a v E MR(a, 2) where 
S is completely regular T2 space with SO # Q . 
The nest corollary is the main theorem of [ 151. See also [4]. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If X is a countably paracompact and normal space, then 
every TV E AVR(a, F) extends to a v E MR(a, F), and v is even Y-regular on the 
open sets. 
Proof. Y1 = 3 coseparates 6pz = D hence coallocates .F. The rest is clear. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If X is a locally compact T, space, then if p E MR(%& p 
extends to a v E MR((r, ,X). 
Proof. Again it is easy to see that X coallocates 2, , and of course ,4 A Y 
is a compact lattice, where il E X0 . P1 = .X,j is .Zz = X-compact. 
Before giving the next application, we prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose 2Z1 C 2E2 C Z3 and L2 n L, E =!Z1 for every L, E Z2 and 
every I,, E Z1 (i.e. dc; is an ideal in g2) and suppose -rZ; coseparates J$ n Jifl =- 
fL, f3 L, ~ L, E 2?, , L, E Z1}; then Z8 coallocates -U; . 
Proof. Suppose 8, C Ai u B; where B, E g1 . Then by coseparation there 
exist B.; and C’i where B, , C, E & and Bi 3 -4, n A, , Ci 3 A, n B, and 
B.; n C’i =-~ c Clearly B, n A, C A6 and C, n A, C Bi 
Therefore -4, = (A, n B?) u (-4, n C,) C Jj u Bi and the proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If X is a completely regular T, space then any p E MR(%J 
extends to a v E MR(a, ,%“I>, assuming x0 # ~35. 
Proof. The 64 = X0, Yg = Z’, Z3 = 9 and apply the previous lemma and 
the theorem. As a different type application of the previous general extension 
theorem we have the following new applications to F-measure compact spaces. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose Z1 C 9.. are delta lattices, 9.. coallocates ,Ep1 and 
A n Y2 is -ric; countably paracompact for each A E gl; then Z2 measure compact 
implies J& measure compact. 
Proof. Let p E MR(o, &). Extend p to v E MR(u, 2.). S(v) # 3 and clearly 
S(p) 3 S(V). Thus S(y) # or and p E MR(7, 2). 
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COROLLARY 4.9. If 5~2’~ C 2-‘2 C ~(2~) where gl and LX2 are delta lattices 
such that aither 
b-4 4%) C 4%) 
Or 
(b) 6p1 semiseparates S2 . 
Then if LE2 coallocates Zl and A n P2 is 2, countably paracompact for each 
A E Zl , then Pl is measure compact if and only if LZ2 is measure compact. 
Proof. We need only prove Y; measure compact implies 9s measure compact. 
However this is clear since if p E MR(a, ,Ep1) and v is any extension to MR(a, L?$), 
S(p) = S(v). Also note by (a) or (b) if v E MR(a, T&), then p == L* l,,(diol) E 
Jfqo, xl). 
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